
MAGPIE BRIDGE and RIVER WALKHAM (version 2) 

This morning it was Juliette who led our group of 24 up onto the 

former railway branch line; of these three were fairly new walkers 

while Barbara was re-joining the group for the first time this year 

following her dreadful accident in January. The majority of us knew 

we would shortly be walking on a small part of the Drake’s Trail, 

named after the famous navigator, Francis Drake.  This trail links 

Tavistock, the town of Drake’s birth with Plymouth, the city where he 

was living with his second wife Elizabeth at the time of his death 

although he had actually been anchored off Panama suffering with 

Dysentery at the time of his demise. 

Strangely, nearly all the wildflowers we saw growing alongside the 

trail today were yellow in colour, Yellow Pimpernels, Tormentils, 

Wood Avens and Black Medic so it 

made a pleasant change to see some 

pretty pink dog roses as we 

approached Gem Bridge. Here we 

descended the steps towards the River 

Walkham where the bridge towered 

above us. The water was barely moving 

here today giving us wonderful 

reflections to admire once we got 

going again. 

The River Walkham is just one of over 

6.000 rivers that criss-cross the British 

Isles as they flow from source to sea, 

they must be some of the finest in the 

world as they are said to be the cleanest they have been for decades allowing an incredible 

diversity of wildlife to survive, some of which we were to see later.  

From Gem Bridge to Grenofen Bridge the path proved to be a bit of an obstacle 

course with exposed tree roots, rocks of all shapes and sizes and fallen tree trunks 

to clamber over or even under. For those that chose the latter option, they found a 

Dragonfly, aptly named the Golden-Ringed dragonfly just sitting on the damp 

ground beneath.  I gently moved it somewhere safer but not before it had been 

photographed a few times! 



I was standing on top of Grenofen 

Bridge when I took this photo as 

everyone relaxed at half time but 

before long they headed my way to 

cross the bridge and walk on the other 

side before weaving upwards towards 

Brunel’s tunnel. Those that hadn’t 

done so before walked right through 

to the other end before re-joining us 

and due to the recent dry spell…..they 

didn’t get a single drip on them! 

It was children from Whitchurch Primary School who designed the picnic area at this end of the 

bridge using the blocks from the ruins of Brunel’s original Bridge making it economic and 

environmental as well as historically rewarding.  At the suggestion 

of a local walker, a time capsule was hidden beneath the plinth 

pictured on the left and the 

pupils from the same school were 

asked to provide objects, words 

or other items to go inside. I 

wonder what they opted for on 

that day and what you and I 

would have chosen to place 

inside and when I asked a few of 

the group, they suggested mobile phones, coins, a bus pass and 

maybe a memory stick containing many of the walks we have 

done over the years, but would future generations know what to 

do with most of these items if ever the time capsule were opened, I wondered?   

One of the most important visual features on the Drake’s Trail is the white-painted Gem Bridge with 

its open top railings which allow visitors to admire the spectacular views out towards Dartmoor and 

along the Walkham valley, whilst at the same time providing security at a tree-top level and once we 

had crossed today it was time to follow Juliette down the steps 

at the far end for the second time this morning. Some of us 

spotted a Brimstone butterfly sitting on one of 

the willows that appear to be invading from 

left and right as we descended, while a 

Beautiful Demoiselle Damselfly was identified 

at the water’s edge a bit further on.  

Although everyone accomplished another two 

hour walk and returned safe and sound, for 

one of our walkers, just completing one of our 

walks for the first time this year was the 

biggest achievement. Well Done Barbara! 



 

 


